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During her long career, children's writer Marguerite Henry received a Newbery Medal and two Newbery Honor awards for her books on horses. Despite this acclaim, her enduringly popular novels have received little scholarly attention to date, an oversight that is perhaps explained by common interpretations of the genre in which she wrote. While such scholars as Mary Cadogan and Patricia Craig have dismissed horse stories for their "absurd, exasperating connotations," efforts to account for these stories' appeal typically focus on the role that horses play in fulfilling children's emotional needs. An essay by Bernard Poll in Elementary English, for example, is illustrated with pictures from Henry's books, presumably because her novels are typical of the genre's depiction of horses as signifiers of "uncompromising, unqualified" love who reward children with loyalty and affection (Poll 473 ; see also Burkham 65) . Such explanations, however, fail to address the complexity of Henry's representations of horse/human relations. In contrast to anthropocentric frameworks that understand horses as significant because they represent something desired by the child, this essay argues that Henry's horse stories foreshadow the concerns of contemporary posthumanists such as Donna Haraway, who seek to reimagine human subjectivity by highlighting interactive and interdependent forms of embodiment and being.
As Victoria Flanagan notes, research exploring children's and young adult literature through a posthumanist lens has been relatively limited to date (29) (30) . Like Flanagan's own research on the topic, most studies have investigated how definitions of the human are shaped by the interaction between people and technology in young adult fiction. Featuring what Elaine Ostry calls "flexible" bodies created via genetic engineering, cloning, mutation, and other biotechnologies, such stories not only reflect the ubiquity of technology in contemporary society but are also highly popular among young readers Dawn Heinecken is Professor of Women's and Gender Studies at the University of Louisville. Her publications focus on the representation of gender and the body in popular culture, with an emphasis on visual media and children's literature. . However, while the hybridized and networked identities that such books represent appear to challenge notions of a fixed and independent human subject, both Flanagan (23) and Ostry (235) find that most technologically driven stories about "posthuman" subjects are technophobic and defensively reassert conventional humanism (see also Bradford et al. 179 ). 1 A developing body of scholarship suggests that the posthumanist critique of human autonomy and exceptionalism may be more successfully depicted in books about animals. As Cary Wolfe says, human/animal relations are "a privileged site" for exploring otherness and challenging the centrality of the human subject (1) (2) (3) , a view echoed by Susan McHugh in her exploration of animal stories. Although not primarily concerned with children's literature, McHugh exposes how animal narratives ask readers to move beyond individualistic and humanist frameworks and consider different ways of knowing. Stressing the collective achievement of horse and rider, animal stories such as Enid Bagnold's National Velvet (1935) highlight the "intersubjective mindset" and interdependence of human and nonhuman animals (75). Focusing more specifically on children's literature, several recent studies draw from Haraway's work on companion species to explore the blurring of boundaries between human and animal. Most notably, Amy Ratelle asserts that the border between human and nonhuman animals has been depicted as "permeable and in a state of flux" since at least the eighteenth century (4) . Ratelle contends that books such as the anonymously published Memoirs of Dick, the Little Poney (1799), for example, counter the assumption that subjectivity is exclusively human and demonstrate the "equality and interdependence" of human and animal interaction, helping to establish frameworks of thinking that have guided the Western animal rights movements (29). Zoe Jaques similarly argues that the childhood canon has been shaped by "posthuman tensions" (105). In addition to analyzing texts about robots and toys, she reads the representation of animals in films such as Walt Disney's Lady and the Tramp (1955) as highlighting the capabilities of animals and the "relative weakness of humans" (94) . Emphasizing the importance of paying attention to animal subjectivity, the film endorses "the posthuman possibility for . . . collaborative, interspecies dialogue" (79). Analyses of Elizabeth Stuart Phelps's nineteenth-century dog stories , contemporary children's picture books (Murris 60) , and the Harry Potter series (Batty 27) provide further examples of how children's literature can deflate assumptions of human superiority and challenge beliefs in an inherent division between human and nonhuman animals.
This article thus contributes to a small but growing area of research concerned with the ways in which children's animal stories engage posthumanist conceptions of interspecies relations. Analyzing Henry's mid-century horse stories, I argue that the books function as what Haraway calls "contact zones," spaces enabling cross-species conversation that destabilize boundaries and hierarchies between humans and other animals (Species 216). Within these zones, Henry instructs young readers in ways of thinking about and interacting with animals that are not based on human fantasies and desires for unconditional love (Haraway, Manifesto 3) , but are rooted in "alertness to othernessin-relation," a way of relating to difference that recognizes the impossibility of knowing or being the other without curtailing the capacity to respond to the other within an unequal but dynamic relationship, in which both parties are transformed (50).
The presumption of human centrality informs most interpretations of horse stories, which have been analyzed primarily for the ways in which horses satisfy readers' psychological or emotional needs. Typically, horses are read as serving a developmental function. According to Christine Doyle, for example, horses offer boys a route to adult masculinity by representing power, freedom, and adventure (283). Both Alison Haymonds (51) and argue that they are a means for girls to both resist and prepare for heterosexual femininity and relationships with men, while Jenny Kendrick writes that horses provide girls a way to give and receive maternal care (189). Such analyses understand horses as signifiers of human desires and as vehicles for humans to become more fully realized, powerful, and mature. This displacement of the horse in its own right bolsters notions of human exceptionalism, which, according to Kari Weil, presents humans as the "sole proprietor[s] of consciousness and agency" (18). Indeed, anthropocentric bias pervades even stories such as Anna Sewell's Black Beauty (1877) that would seem to decenter the importance of human experience. Although Sewell foregrounds the perspective of its horse protagonist, Natalie Corinne Hansen shows how the novel's attempt to advance animal welfare reinforces the domination of animals by reproducing hierarchies between categories including master/servant and human/animal (727). 2 In contrast, Haraway argues for a reconceptualization of human/animal relations by drawing attention to how companion species (for example, dogs and humans) "shape each other throughout the still ongoing story of coevolution" (Manifesto 29). Centering on the "entanglement" of humans with their companion species, Haraway draws from animal behaviorists and trainers, biological and anthropological research, and science fiction to question notions of human independence, superiority, and control over nature, asserting that "co-constitutive companion species and coevolution are the rule, not the exception" in the biological world (Species 220). The biological evidence that she cites emphasizes what Anna Tsing calls the "interspecies dependence" of human beings with plants, animals, and other organisms (qtd. in Haraway, Species 218). Such research suggests that the human is neither static and unchanging nor does it precede other biological entities with which it is brought in contact; instead, the human comes into being through relationship, as human nature shifts alongside that of other species to which humans are tied .
Even as she highlights the kinship of coevolving species, Haraway takes issue with human fantasies of animals as representative of unconditional love (Manifesto 12). Dogs, she says, are "not about oneself " (11) . Haraway foregrounds what she calls the "significant otherness" of animals (Manifesto 7), writing that while it is important to recognize that "somebody is at home" in animals, it is uncertain "who" that someone is; one can never truly know the other, or the self (50). Despite the differences between species, the existence of both depends on their "getting on together" (50) within unequal relationships marked by "cruelty, indifference, [and] ignorance" as much as by "joy, invention . . . [and] intelligence" (12). While she disrupts fantasies about animal love and equality, Haraway nonetheless seeks to overturn hierarchies and find an ethical means of relating with animals. She argues that humans and other animals can communicate across their differences in "contact zones," a term that she borrows from Mary Louise Pratt's study of colonial encounters and the ways in which subjects within "radically asymmetrical relations of power" are nonetheless constituted through interactive relationships with one another (Pratt 8, qtd. in Haraway, Species 216). Haraway sees agility dog training, for example, as a contact zone requiring humans to give up notions of control, responding to the real animal rather than to a "fantasy projection of self " (Species 221). As "partners" and "members of a cross-species team of skilled adults" (225), companion species communicate imperfectly but in meaningful ways, bound "in a game of conjoined living" (231) in which both subjects "learn to pay attention to each other in a way that changes who and what they become together" (208). Training thus forces humans to ask ontological questions about the relationship between self and animal and to develop ethical ways of relating to otherness.
Haraway's insights are useful for thinking about Henry's portrayal of horses and their relationships with humans. Of interest is how Henry's novels articulate the significant otherness of horses and humans, deconstructing human fantasies about nonhuman animals while suggesting their shared kinship and communication, as well as how her novels represent animal suffering in ways that foreground questions of animal agency and ethical relating.
Deconstructing Human Exceptionalism and Fantasies of Animal
Almost seventy years after the publication of her first horse story, Henry remains a leading author in the genre. Her books are considered classics and have spawned several movies, popular toys, and at least two recent spin-off book series. She published largely from the 1940s through the '60s, a period during which horse stories were popular due to a larger national interest in horse racing and the mythology of the Western (Eakin 50, 53; Chincoteague (1947) , deflate myths of human exceptionalism. Focusing on the adventures of Paul and Maureen Beebe of Chincoteague, Virginia, as they capture and train a wild pony from the nearby island of Assateague, the novel's prelude details the long-ago arrival of the wild ponies upon the island. It describes the ponies preceding different waves of human settlement and outlasting all human efforts to conquer the land. Assateague is finally left "to the wild things . . . the wild ponies whose ancestors had lived on it since the days of the Spanish galleon" (22) . While horses are shown as rooted in space and place, with a heritage and a history, humans are presented as inconsequential in the larger flow of time.
Humans are also less important to animal development than they think. Haraway dismisses the idea that animal evolution is controlled unilaterally by humans, a perspective that sees domestication as an act of self-creation "whereby man makes himself repetitively as he invents (creates) his tools" while ignoring the agency of animals in the process (Manifesto 27-29). Correspondingly, Henry's focus on breed originators-Justin Morgan, the Godolphin Arabian, Rysdyk's Hambletonian-celebrates the ability of animals to shape the future via their unique capacities, even against the actions and expectations of humans. The pedigree-less Godolphin Arabian of King of the Wind, for example, believed by most humans to be worthless, upsets the Earl of Godolphin's breeding plans by mating with a mare reserved for another stallion and "writes" for himself a new pedigree when his foals reveal their inherited racing genius (14). The novel's conclusion stresses how the horse continues to influence the world even two centuries after his death, as his blood is in "almost every superior Thoroughbred. To him goes the title: Father of the Turf " (191) . Foundational "titles" of this kind are commonly used to assert human claims to creative agency and historical impact; Henry's use of the title speaks to animals' similar effect. 4 Indeed, no words or inscription on his grave are needed to remember the horse who remains present in the "living image" of his descendants (190); the conclusion implies that the Arabian's accomplishments are so great that they exceed the ability of humans to represent or capture them. Gibson White, the young human protagonist of Born to Trot (1950) , similarly finds it beyond language to do justice to the accomplishments of the "immortal" Rysdyk's Hambletonian, who also defies the low expectations of humans to found a new breed of trotting horse, the Standardbred. Gib realizes that he can only honor the horse through planting oats at the site of Hambletonian's birth, an act that mimics the horse's ability to grow and extend himself into the future (220). Such moments outline the agency and ability of plants and animals to influence the future in ways outside of human control or comprehension.
Henry's novels most commonly decenter humanity by showing that human perspectives and viewpoints are not the only ones. Animals too have points of view and may look upon humans in ways that upend assumptions about the latter's significance. For instance, in one pivotal scene in Misty, after Paul captures the legendary mare Phantom and her filly, Misty, he takes shelter with them from a violent storm. Misty falls asleep with her head in Paul's lap while they wait, not because she craves "human comfort," but because "the floor of a truck or a boy's lap were all the same to her"; to Misty, the boy signifies nothing special and is indistinguishable from other objects (112-13). When Grandpa Beebe discovers the three of them together, Paul is described, like the horses, as a figure seen through the eyes of another. The strangeness of humans to animals is revealed in various moments such as the one in Sea Star (1949) when Paul rides a bucking pony who is "enraged" by the "clinging creature"; though unable to remove him, she holds Paul in the same regard as the "Birds and flies" who also annoy her (85). In Brighty of the Grand Canyon (1953), a story about a wild burro, humans are only rarely accorded a specific point of view and are largely characterized by their actions and dialogue, described and witnessed from Brighty's perspective. Walking through the canyon, humans become just more figures in the landscape, stared at from "everywhere," by "wide, unblinking eyes . . . the eyes of deer and cottontail rabbits, and squirrels and grouse and jays" (64). Such passages recall Jacques Derrida's contention that the gaze of the animal is "The point of view of the absolute other" (380), a gaze revealing "the abyssal limit of the human" (381). They also draw attention to the fact that, as Haraway writes, "somebody is at home" in the animals who watch (Manifesto 50).
Indeed, Haraway argues that Derrida does not go far enough in his analysis. For Derrida, the gaze of the animal other is necessary for human thought and being, but he does not attend to what animals may be thinking or feeling as they look back at humans (Species 20). For Haraway, however, the ways in which "animals engage one another's gaze responsively" is key (22) . White Stallion of Lipizza (1964) highlights the importance of this mutual gaze as Hans and the horse Borina become "friends" (59) through a "face to face" meeting (57). Borina not only initiates the look but is also twice described as "studying" Hans with "his deep dark eyes" (58), language that emphasizes the horse's ability to examine, question, and learn. The effect of Borina's gaze on Hans is profound. Trembling, he stands "stock still, lost in the moment of looking, and being looked at" (58). They form a bond through looking at the other, drawing closer until "they smelled noses, breathing in each other's breath" in a way that suggests a physical incorporation of the other (58). Central to Hans realizing his dream of becoming a Riding Master at Vienna's Spanish Court Riding School, his meeting with Borina recalls Haraway's notion of respecere, a form of "respect" and "regard" rooted in an understanding that "the look of the other" is a prerequisite for being recognized oneself (Species 88). Contact Zones: Humans, Horses, and the Stories of Marguerite Henry
While it is important to attend to the perspectives of animals, however, Haraway reminds us that ultimately it is impossible to truly know them-or, indeed, any other (Manifesto 50). Correspondingly, Henry's novels frequently emphasize animal difference. While Brighty is told almost entirely through the burro's point of view, the novel avoids anthropomorphizing him. It does not ascribe specific emotions or thoughts to Brighty or determine what motivates or enables his actions beyond desires to eat, sleep, or roam. He is not presented as "like" humans in his ability to reason, plan, or desire; he is not accorded human common sense or an understanding of human motivations. 5 The conclusions of several novels emphasize animals' impenetrability, leaving readers to ponder on the horse's thoughts by asking "What was he thinking?" (King 189) and " [W] ho knows the mind of a horse?" (Gaudenzia 264). According to Haraway, human fantasies about animals as being similar to people or as representing unconditional love are dangerous to animals who fail to live up to human expectations, and she calls for people to recognize their difference as well as the "specificity" of individual animals (Manifesto 37-39). This call is reflected in some of Henry's coming-of-age narratives, which turn on the ability of a young boy to separate his fantasies from the real animal.
In Misty, for example, Paul and Maureen dream of capturing the Phantom during Chincoteague's annual pony-penning festival. Early on, the children fantasize about the mare as if she were a character in one of the stories they tell each other about shipwrecked Spanish galleons. Although they are at first uncertain whether she is real or a tall tale, they are sure of their abilities to capture and tame her, despite warnings from Grandpa Beebe, who asks, "What makes ye think she's going to ask to be caught? . . . The Phantom don't wear that white map [of the US] on her withers for nothing. It stands for Liberty, and ain't no human being going to take her liberty away from her" (53; emphasis in original). While Grandpa points out that the pony may have other wishes, Paul responds that "She wants to come to us," projecting his own desire onto an animal that he has seen only at a distance (53). The children similarly anthropomorphize foals separated from their mothers, seeing them as "children, lost and scared" (99). While Paul and Maureen project a human framework onto the weaning process, the Fire Chief reminds them of animal difference by noting that mares "get pretty rough" with their weanlings, indicating that while some behaviors appear cruel to humans, they are a means by which horses communicate and order their relations with one another (101). Despite such lessons, the children continue to cast their own feelings onto the Phantom. Although against all odds they are able to capture the wild mare and win the big Pony Penning Day race, there are signs that all is not well with Phantom, who has "something far away about her" (141; emphasis in original) and a "wilding look in her eye," as if "her real self lived somewhere far away" (164). Looking at her, Paul is reminded of Maureen's sadness over losing a doll, but Maureen dismisses his concern: "Now that I'm grown up, I've almost forgotten about the doll. And Phantom'll forget her young days, too" (142). Understanding the mare to be like themselves, the children assume that she will move past her yearning for her wild herd on Assateague.
Yet Phantom never does, and the novel's climax occurs when Paul decides to release her to rejoin her herd. Phantom leaps "as if she were shaking herself free-free of fences that imprisoned, free of lead ropes, free of stalls that shut out the smell of pines and the sound of the sea" (168-69). After fleeing back to her mate and "talking together" in a manner unfathomable to humans, "in soft little grunts and snorts as animals will" (169-70), she looks back at Paul as if to say, "I belong to the isle of the wild things!" (170) . Moments describing what animals "seem" to say could be read as projecting human thoughts and feelings onto them. However, citing Lorraine Daston and Gregg Mitman's introduction to Thinking with Animals: New Perspectives on Anthropomorphism, Kari Weil observes that seeing animals as "capable of pain and pleasure," with their own "affects and capacities," is the basis for imagining animal subjectivity (19; see also Haraway, Manifesto 50). The sequence demonstrates what Weil calls "critical anthropomorphism" (20), a "feat of attention to another and of imagination regarding the other's perspective" that "stop[s] short of believing we can know their experience" (19, 20) . It gives insight into Phantom's viewpoint, highlighting her desire for freedom while simultaneously stressing the unknowable world that she shares with other horses. In fact, while A. B. Emrys sees Henry's novels as celebrating animal domesticity (189), such readings overlook the degree to which narratives such as Misty emphasize the inability of humans to fulfill the needs of wild animals. No matter how much the human loves the nonhuman animal, Misty shows that human fantasies must give way to a consideration of the real animal's needs and wants. Noting that Paul is not devastated by his loss, since "some of the Phantom's happiness seemed to shine in his face. He had given her the freedom she longed for" (Misty 170), the book further implies that people can gain gratification from giving up attempts to make animals conform to human expectations.
Born to Trot, about the harness-racing mare Rosalind and her teenaged owner Gib White, tells a similar coming-of-age story rooted in the human protagonist's ability to overcome fantasies and relate to the real animal. The novel is a story within a story; ordered into a hospital for bed rest, Gib reads a book given to him by his doctor called One Man's Horse, which tells the story of William Rysdyk and his horse Hambletonian, the founding sire of the American trotting horse. Although One Man's Horse depicts an idealized vision of connection between horse and man, the surrounding "real world" text punctures this ideal as Gib comes to recognize that his dream relationship with his own horse Rosalind is false. Gib, like Paul and Maureen, initially relates to Rosalind as a fantasy. Hospitalized, he only knows her through pictures and notes sent to him by his father, trainer Ben White, and he assumes that, like Rysdyk and his Hambletonian, they will share a deep connection of unconditional love. The way that he relates to her as an image or an ideal is underscored by his fear that she will not "live up to the promise of her pictures" (183). Though when he finally meets Rosalind he feels an immediate sense of recognition and kinship, the feeling is not mutual. The different perspective of animals is once again stressed as Rosalind herself has only a "look of wariness" for Gib (184) and he realizes that he is "a stranger to her" (191) .
Gib demonstrates his growing maturity by recognizing that any attempt that he makes to assert his claim on Rosalind "would be more to comfort himself than her" (184-85) because "she was not really his at all" (190), and that "in her own eyes Rosalind belonged to his father. Always she would make the supreme effort for the hands and voice she knew so well" (190) . Though he has dreamed of racing her, he knows that if Rosalind is to win the big race, she must do it on her own terms, with a driver whom she trusts. On the one hand, this story romanticizes the possession of animals by suggesting that an animal can "choose" to belong to a particular human. On the other hand, it makes the point that humans cannot determine the nature of a relationship that they share with a horse; the horse's standpoint also matters. Gib learns that he cannot control Rosalind simply because of his own desire. Instead, Rosalind gives her trust and respect to the human who has done the hard work of training, forging a relationship with her by communicating with his "hands and voice" in what Haraway describes as "all the fleshly detail of a mortal relationship" (Manifesto 34).
Throughout her novels, Henry refutes what Haraway terms "technophiliac narcissism" (Manifesto 33), the human assumption that animals exist solely to serve the fantasies and needs of people. Novels such as Brighty, for instance, instruct readers in the respect that should be accorded to animals as actors with independent motivations. Though Brighty willingly takes children for rides around the Grand Canyon, going "when and where he pleased and at whatever pace suited his fancy" (83), anyone who attempts to dominate him is soon bested. Brighty bucks off, evades, and torments a series of humans who mistreat him. But he also rejects kind humans such as the butterfly hunter who is upset by how the "poor little defenseless burro" has been treated by another man (112). Despite his kind intentions, he comes "to act as if he owned the burro," wanting him "at beck and call every waking moment," and calling Brighty an "ungrateful wretch!" for refusing to recognize all that the man has done for him (113). People who expect gratitude and obedience from the animals whom they rescue are mocked and shown to be just as controlling as brutal humans. In contrast, people who respect Brighty's ability to come and go as he pleases are rewarded by his enduring friendship. He returns to visit them year after year, tied by "no visible tie rope" but by one that is "there all the same-a tie rope of such stuff as could never thin out and break apart" (64). Henry's novels push readers to see that connecting with animals is not about control or possession, but about recognition and acceptance of the other.
Kinship, Coevolution, and Communication
At the same time that Henry's novels encourage readers to recognize the separate subjectivities of animals and the limits of human mastery, they also foreground the kinship between horses and humans. Novels frequently blur boundaries between animal and human, with human characters described positively as possessing "soft little whiskers . . . like the feelers of a very young colt" (Misty 48), or hair "like the forelock of a stallion" or "a creamy golden mane" (26). Characters are described as being like a "workhorse," possessing "donkey ears," and feeling surprised to have "feet and ankles instead of hoofs and hairy fetlocks" (Born to Trot 108). The typical discomfort of Henry's human protagonists with cities, people, and the indoors is likewise presented as an admirable quality, indicating that the hero is exceptional because of his similarity to, and identification with, animals. These animal-centric descriptions create a worldview in which animal qualities and ways of being are central to defining the ideal human.
Sometimes, animals and humans are presented in ways that suggest their equivalency or merging. For instance, when Grandpa Beebe discovers Paul sheltering with Misty and Phantom, his grandson is not treated as distinct or separate from the horses. Instead, Grandpa wakes them all with the voice he uses for "children and wild animals" (Misty 114), evoking their shared status. Elsewhere, as Maureen watches Phantom race, she finds herself "no longer an onlooker. She was the Phantom winging around the curve, her nostrils fire-red in the dying sun. . . . She was drawing close. . . . Now she was even. She was sailing ahead. She was over the finish line. She was winner by a length!" (160). The "she" in the passage is indeterminate, forcing readers to adopt a blended perspective in which it is not possible, or necessary, to separate the identities of horse and human.
The kinship that humans share with horses is further suggested in scenes that foreground their common physical existence. When a violent storm strikes the pony penning grounds in Misty, Paul takes refuge with the Phantom and Misty in the back of Grandpa Beebe's pony truck. Phantom falls asleep "as if she felt a oneness with him," and the three are described as "fellow creatures caught in a storm, prisoners of the elements. Prisoners together. . . . There was only the wind and the rain and the three creatures together. Together!" (111). The passage's emphasis on the trio's "togetherness" in their shared identity as "fellow creatures" shows how human and nonhuman animals are linked by time and place and underscores their collective vulnerability as living beings in a hostile environment. Their mutual needs bind them and make them dependent on one another. Similarly, in King of the Wind, Agba hand-raises the Arabian colt Sham after his dam dies and feels joy in "a fellow creature that needed him. Not for food and water alone, but for comfort." While Agba receives pleasure from being of use, Sham goes to Agba for "protection" and "warmth. . . . Sham's mother was a slim brown horseboy" (43). The familial Contact Zones: Humans, Horses, and the Stories of Marguerite Henry descriptor characterizes the intensity of their connection and reciprocal need. Criticizing the ways in which humans and animals have been distinguished based on their different capacities for reason or language, Derrida asserts that recognizing our shared vulnerabilities with animals is the first step toward the ability to relate ethically (396-97).
The interdependence of humans and horses is further apparent in various novels' portrayals of the coevolution of horses and human society. According to theories of coevolution, a "symbiotic and dynamic relationship between humans and animals" occurs independent of either species' conscious intent, but in a way that nonetheless "potentially ascribes agency to both" (Weil 58 ). This framework is powerfully evoked in Mustang: Wild Spirit of the West (1966), whose protagonist, Annie Bronston, lives only because of the mare's milk fed to her starving father as an infant traveling with his parents by covered wagon through the Nevada desert. Believing that God "coupled me with horses right from the start," Annie feels a sense of embodied connection to horses that is heightened by her recognition of their role in shaping American society (11) . In a climactic scene, she argues for a federal law protecting mustangs from slaughter by detailing their role in exploration and opening up the Santa Fe trail, a "trail through the wilderness [that] linked grazing lands to markets, and made possible the great cattle industry" (209). While mustangs enabled her existence, shaped her community's livelihood, and gave her life purpose and meaning, "Wild Horse Annie's" efforts in turn enable wild mustangs to continue living.
Justin Morgan Had a Horse (1954) similarly points to the role played by both humans and horses in settling the American wilderness. Like the pioneers, the Morgan horse "helped [America] grow up. He dragged logs and cleared the land. He helped build the first log houses. He helped build bridges and cut roads through the wilderness" (foreword, n. pag.). Proving his ability to plow, race, pull carriages, and even carry President Monroe in a parade, the horse Little Bub is lauded as patriotic and pioneering, triumphing over European beliefs in "the superiority of the Through-bred against the mongrel-bred" (94). The human protagonist tells him that "you're just like us, Bub. You're American!" (170). Brighty, too, is celebrated for his role in American expansion; while the construction of the bridge over the Colorado River is rendered as a triumph of human engineering and collaboration, it is an effort shown to hinge upon the burro's explorations. As Brighty's human friend Uncle Jim explains to President Teddy Roosevelt, Brighty, even more than the "old-timey canyon man . . . trappers and miners and prospectors . . . Mormon sheepherders and cattlemen," is "the real frontiersman. 'Twas his hoofs gouged out the trail which we all taken today. Ain't no engineer in the world could've built better!" (121). Though these books uncritically celebrate American expansion, they nonetheless wed the creative and active potential of humans to similarly active animals, forcing readers to recognize the vital role played by animals in constructing our shared environment. This sense of horses as human collaborators is furthered by Henry's presentation of human/horse communication. According to Haraway, the view that language distinguishes the human from the animal is "a trap" (Species 234), and it is wrong to think that we have "no access to what animals think and feel" because of their lack of language (226). While the communication between humans and other animals is imperfect, the two "can communicate meaningfully," and to think otherwise is a denial of responsibility for our relationships (226). This ability to communicate is displayed in "conversations" between horse and rider/driver such as this one in Born to Trot: "As plainly as it is given a horse to talk, [Hambletonian] said 'Let's step!' 'Yah, shure!' William Rysdyk answered . . . and go they did. Like eels though water. . . . The pike was theirs" (140-41). While the horse obviously does not speak in any recognizable human language, he signals a clear intent to which his human responds. Becoming "like eels" together, their dialogue transforms them into a third entity conquering the surrounding landscape, just as Haraway conceives of the human-dog "partnership" as making "someone out of them both who was not there before" (Species 229). The irrelevance of language to communication is accentuated by Agba, the voiceless hero of King of the Wind; upon witnessing his horse's triumph, he is "glad he could not talk. Words would have spoiled everything. They were shells that cracked and blew away in the wind. He and Sham were alike. That was why they understood each other so deeply" (189). The novel stresses the failure of language to share or encapsulate experience and defines extralinguistic forms of communication as superior.
According to Haraway, who is indebted to the insights of animal trainers such as Vicki Hearne, training is the primary site enabling communication between human and animal. Henry's descriptions of horse training clearly ascribe to "gentle" training methods that have been popular since at least the mid-nineteenth century. But in contrast to what Susan J. Pearson calls an "affective ideal of discipline," which stresses humans' unilateral ability to control and shape animals through either violence or kindness (45-48), Henry's novels echo Hearne's and Haraway's understanding of training as a process requiring humans to pay attention and to trust what animals are telling them.
8 What Haraway describes as respecting the "earned authority" of animals is especially captured in White Stallion of Lipizza. Hans, who dreams of becoming a rider at the Spanish Court Riding School, yearns to know the secrets of the horsemen: How do they "make the stallions prance in one spot? How do they make them fly without wings? How do they make them jump on their hind legs?" (33). Yet in a chapter tellingly titled "The Four-Legged Professor," he learns that riding is not about mastery of the horse but about learning "the mysterious language between horse and rider," in which the role of humans is only to support and "inspire" the stallions (84). Highlighting the knowledge and experience of the stallions, the story shows that Hans must commit himself to years of study under the master tutelage of Borina, a horse whose "teaching methods are not always a joy to his pupils" (84). The real horse routinely deflates Hans's fantasies by playing tricks and dumping him, leaving Hans tormented by dreams of his "snorting laughter" (92). Over the course of the novel, Hans struggles to attune himself to the subtle cues that Borina communicates. It is only when Hans learns to understand whether the stallion is in pain or eager to perform, and to recognize when he himself has miscommunicated, that he finally achieves his dream of riding in unison with Borina. Far from picturing human domination over an animal, the book is a coming-of-age story in which the protagonist comes to realize that true "joy" is "Harmony between man and mount," enabled by his willingness to "extinguis [h] himself " in support of his horse (112). Once again, readers are instructed to set aside their human egos and dreams of control and learn to listen to animals.
Difficult Histories and Shared Suffering
While the discussion so far suggests that Henry's novels portray an egalitarian relationship between humans and animals, Haraway's work on companion species shows that the stories of such relationships, in reality, are never easy. Instead, they are made up of "difficult histories" in which both people and animals shape and are shaped by complicated cultural contexts that she calls "naturecultures" (Manifesto 63). In naturecultures abuse, exploitation, industry, immigration, colonization, and genocide are as much a part of the story as are love, philanthropy, and agency, and it is necessary to recognize these contradictions in order to relate ethically to animals (89). To her credit, Henry attempts to broach these difficult histories, drawing attention to the ways in which animals and humans are othered and exploited. This is most apparent in Henry's Newbery-winning King of the Wind, about the trials of the Arabian stallion Sham and a voiceless African horseboy named Agba. The pair are sent by the Sultan of Morocco, along with five other of the Sultan's finest horses and their attendants, to the court of King Louis XV to be presented as a gift. Although the book is constructed as a fairy tale in which a noble horse reduced to humble circumstances reclaims his lost birthright, it parallels the silence and powerlessness of Sham and Agba to offer a critical commentary on the ways in which Eurocentric worldviews abuse both animals and humans deemed other. At the same time that Sham is dismissed as a "bony broomtail" and "old sand sifter" (79) and whipped to his knees until his eyes are "wild and white-ringed with fear, his mouth bleeding" (100), Agba is derided as an animal, a thing, and a criminal by those who are upset by his "foreign" appearance (114).
Although such parallels draw from a long history of equating oppressed groups, such as women and children, with animals (see Pearson) , more relevant here is the fact that Henry links discriminatory attitudes against people to those against animals, while "good" characters are marked by their care for both. 9 In every book, models for human action are those such as the kindly Quaker Jethro Coke, who "looked upon all God's creatures as friends" (King 105); the compassionate Senator Slattery, who lets a pig give birth in his bathtub (Mustang 125); or Uncle Jim, who nurses both Teddy Roosevelt and Brighty and declares that "Presidents and burros ain't so different" (Brighty 108). While Wolfe notes that concern for animal protection can simply reinforce the hierarchy of human over animal (7) (8) , it is important that such characters relate to animals as friends and family members rather than as lesser beings. In Haraway's terms, they treat animals as having a "presence" or "face" deserving of recognition and caring (Species 71). Following Derrida, she argues that the ability to respond to animals in this way is necessary in order to disrupt a logic that views animals-and by extension any "othered" group-as merely "killable" things (78-80).
Although Haraway rejects the process of othering by which some beings are made killable, she takes issue with the notion that the use of animals in ways that involve their suffering and death is always wrong. Because as mortal beings our lives depend on "someone, not just something, else dying differentially" (Species 80), the instrumentalist nature of human/animal relations is impossible to escape. As a result, she advocates what she calls "shared suffering," a responsible stance that recognizes the individuality of animals in ways that "keeps the inequality from becoming commonsensical or taken as obviously okay" (77). While Dinesh Wadiwel criticizes Haraway's notions about the responsible infliction of harm for failing to challenge "the right of human domination through violence" (215), her ideas provide a useful way to think about Henry's representations of the instrumentalist relationship between humans and animals and animal suffering.
While the fairy tale aspects of King of the Wind promise a happily-ever-after world in which the pain of people and animals is temporary, animal suffering is unquestioned in Justin Morgan, in which the horse-hero Little Bub is saved from a cruel carter by Joel, the boy who knew him as a foal. While he does not think to rescue the other horses in the team, Joel goes into debt to save Bub because he is "a friend" (157). In Haraway's terms, because Joel sees him as an individual, Bub is no longer "killable." Such stories are not critical of human domination over animals per se, but they do underscore the responsibility of people toward particular animals with whom they have forged a relationship. As Haraway notes, "if I have a dog, my dog has me" (Manifesto 54). Henry similarly suggests that the possession of animals demands "reciprocity and rights of access" for both parties (Haraway, Manifesto 54) . Similarly, Mustang does not flinch away from the notion that some animals must be killed. Graphically illustrating the suffering of mustangs jammed into trucks "more dead than alive" (83), the novel focuses on "Wild Horse Annie" Bronston's fight to end their slaughter from the air and to provide them with a sanctuary in which to roam free. Yet Annie's primary concern is the nature and extent of animal suffering that can be allowed. She acknowledges that it may be necessary to do some "weeding out" from time to time, although in a humane fashion, "with no torture at all," in order to preserve the land and its resources as well as the larger herd (216). Such framings are consistent with Haraway's praise of dog breeder Linda Weisser, who advocates euthanizing aggressive individual animals in order to protect the reputation of the entire breed and the lives of other dogs and people (Manifesto 36).
Nor does Henry cover up the histories of pain and exploitation undergirding the lives of racing horses such as Black Gold, shot on the track after breaking his leg. Although such violent incidents are not uncommon in racing, Henry does not condemn the sport as a whole. Rather, she points to how the failure of humans to separate their needs from the needs of animals results in tragedy. She makes clear that Black Gold's trainer, Hanley Webb, is not a cruel man. He is in fact full of "protective instinct" for his horse, with whom he lives in the stable (Black Gold 94). But Hanley is so desperate for attention as Black Gold's trainer that he races the injured horse against advice. Although she makes Hanley's choice comprehensible, Henry does not justify it. Instead, she offers in contrast Jaydee, Black Gold's Derby jockey, who gives up fame and opportunities by refusing to ride the injured horse because "it would not be fair" (165) .
While Hanley's use of Black Gold as a tool to enact his own desires causes tragedy, Jaydee's actions point to a more ethical means of relating to horses. To be sure, the novel's ending might trouble some readers. The injured Black Gold is characterized as "small, brave, and willing to try again" (165), while his death racing on "three legs and a heart" is lauded as signaling "the victory of a Thoroughbred" (173). Such descriptions belie Black Gold's lack of choice and may be read as glorifying the suffering of animals for human entertainment. At the same time, however, the novel highlights the fact that Black Gold realized what he was bred to do as a specific and particular breed of horse. Though tragic, his story exemplifies the success of the animal at his job and what Hearne defines as "animal happiness" ("What's Wrong" 59), a happiness rooted in the horse's capacity to care about doing a job well and in a way that "gives his or her pain meaning and context" (Adam's Task 157; see also Haraway, Manifesto 52) . 10 Suggesting that horses may be motivated to endure discomfort, pain, and even death in the pursuit of their task, Black Gold represents horses as what Haraway calls "working subjects" (Species 80). Drawing from Hearne, she contends that animals are not merely "worked objects" or "victims" (80), but actors with levels of mundane freedom who can shape the actions of others (72-73). As she and Hearne both argue, thinking of animals as "working subjects" with a job is a far safer way for humans to relate to them. Not only is the job a means to develop "respect" and "trust" between human and animal, but the latter's skill also gives a reason for and a meaning to its existence, rather than the undependable and "problematic fantasy" of human love (Manifesto 39).
Gaudenzia: Pride of the Palio (1960) similarly presents horses as working subjects to whom humans relate in particular cultural contexts. The novel is about an Italian peasant boy named Giorgio who trains his beloved mare to race and win the fabled horse race. Giorgio's kindness to animals is emphasized; he is jokingly compared to Saint Francis of Assisi, and his racing wins are explained as being due to his intuitive understanding of horses. His love for animals, however, misleads him into starving a blind mare so that she will be too thin for butchering (30); nor is this a kindness for his family, whose livelihood depends on buying and fattening horses and selling them for slaughter. As his father tells him, "Families come first. Emilio and Teria and Mamma got to eat" (33). Reminiscent of Haraway's stance, the novel presents killing as an unescapable necessity, tragic in this case because it involves the death of Giorgio's beloved horse, who is clearly "someone, not something" (Species 106). The novel shows the death of animals as mattering profoundly.
Regardless, Gaudenzia portrays the pain and death of animals as inseparable from human histories and cultures. After the mare is killed, Giorgio finds comfort in believing that her spirit has been reborn in a filly, later named Gaudenzia. His dream is to race her in the Palio, a dangerous event rooted in Siena's history of war, in which rival factions representing the city's neighborhoods, called contradas, choose riders (fantinos) to race their mounts through its narrow cobbled streets. Each horse wears a headpiece called a spennacchiera in the colors of its sponsoring contrada. During the race, the fantinos beat at each other's horses with a bat called a nerba, trying to disqualify them by knocking off their spennacchieras; a riderless horse can win, as long as its headpiece is intact. Danger and violence are accepted components of the race, in which the contradas conspire to win through alliances and cheating. The novel depicts the race as bloody, underscoring how the Sienese view the death of horses as "gallant. For a horse to be killed on the field, like a soldier in battle, was beautiful" (129); the Sienese honor horses' deaths by parading their severed tails and hooves "on a platter of silver" (121). The danger of the race to both men and horses is demonstrated when the horse that Giorgio rides in his first Palio falls on the track and has to be killed. An injured Giorgio realizes that "the Palio was indestructible. Men could beat their fists against it. Horses and fantinos could die for it, but it would remain forever the supreme challenge" (128). The pain and suffering of horse and human are wedded in an ongoing communal event that precedes and outlasts any individual being.
However, the real test for Giorgio comes when he realizes that he will have to ride another horse in the race and might have to harm his beloved mare if she attempts to pass them. Believing that "she will not understand," he is tormented by what he sees as a betrayal of the trusting relationship that they have developed and asks advice from Monsignor Tardini (249). After being reminded of the history of the race as a means of uniting "the rich and the poor, the rulers and the workers" and the importance of human community, Giorgio determines to be loyal to his contrada and enters the race on another horse (249). Challenged for the win by Gaudenzia, he beats her with his nerba, leaving her "bleeding and bewildered" (266). But the mare's spennacchiera remains intact and, despite having unseated her rider, she regroups and charges past him to win the race. A tearful Giorgio is comforted by the chief of police, who assures him that "You had to do it" (267; emphasis in original). Giorgio is celebrated for his willingness to sublimate his private concern for his horse in order to participate in a larger community ritual. But afterwards, he feels "old and bent under his burden of guilt" (269) and can barely "bring himself to face her" (268). What he encounters when he sees Gaudenzia again surprises him: She regards him "as if this reunion were just like all the others-warm and wonderful and good" (269). Noting that "There was a new quality about her, a kind of spiritual quality, as if she had come through a fire, untouched" (269), Giorgio wishes for the mare to bite him in retribution and wants "to sink down upon his knees, and laugh and cry both and beg forgiveness" (270). But Giorgio's penitence is refused by Gaudenzia, who only pricks her ears: "Whatever it was the boy had said made a nice melody. She raised her head and let out a whinny . . . 'I bear you no ill will,' it said, more plainly than words" (270).
On the one hand, this scene might be read as reiterating myths of animals' unconditional love. The description of the "spiritual quality" of the beaten and cut mare as "still beautiful," with "soft and amber-lit" eyes and fluttering nostrils, is erotically charged (269). Giorgio's quest for forgiveness and his objectification of the injured Gaudenzia evoke the dynamics of domestic battery. On the other hand, the scene is also notable for contrasting Giorgio's perspective to that of the horse. His guilty belief that he has betrayed her is simply irrelevant to Gaudenzia. The scene recalls the words of Monsignor Tardini, who earlier tells Giorgio that "The horse knows nothing of the clouds of intrigue gathering while he eats happily his grain. He knows only that he is the servant of man, who sometimes betrays him" (250). The mare's acceptance of Giorgio despite his abuse serves as a reminder not just of the inequalities that exist between human and nonhuman animals, but of the deep differences as well.
Importantly, these differences do not erase animal agency. Despite Giorgio's efforts to beat her and the lack of a rider, Gaudenzia wins the Palio. Her actions underscore Monsignor Tardini's proclamation that, regardless of human efforts to control the results of the Palio, "the horse . . . he knows only the one law, and that is to win" (250). Like Black Gold, she is a motivated horse with a job who realizes her function. Moreover, this animal capability and skill are not controlled or even understood by humans. As Gaudenzia tosses her rider and keeps running, the novel asks, " [W] ho knows the mind of a horse? Is some inner urge compelling Gaudenzia to spend all of her fleetness and blood? Is the thunder and ecstasy of the crowd like fierce music in her ears? Who can know?" (264). Once again, Gaudenzia points to humans' inability to comprehend horse experience as well as horses' unpredictable agency. It further shows the ways in which humans' relations to horses are framed within specific histories and cultural conditions. Though humans subject animals to violence and brutality in the Palio, the novel reveals both horses and humans as subsumed to culture, not erased or destroyed by it. Like Haraway's work, Henry's novels don't question the right of human domination over animals. But they also don't reinforce the fantasy that humans can be free of instrumentalist relations with animals, nor do they present animals as merely "killable" objects. Rather, Henry's horse stories encourage young readers to think about the responsibilities involved in relating to animals. While they valorize kindness and the recognition of animals as distinct beings whose feelings and experiences matter, her books show the complexity and inequality of human/animal relations and how this complexity makes it difficult to determine clear rules for interaction.
While scholars of children's and young adult literature have recently begun to explore the ways in which contemporary science fiction engages with posthumanist themes, Marguerite Henry's mid-century horse stories demonstrate that such concerns are not limited to current works of science fiction. Providing further evidence for the ways in which animal stories have imagined alternative forms of subjectivity prior to the twenty-first century, her novels refute the common understanding that horse stories offer readers simplistic fantasies of comfort or mastery. 11 Highlighting the similarity between horses and humans as well as their differences, Henry's books instruct young readers to recognize the subjectivity and authority of animals. They are perhaps most significant for their challenging of the idea that horses provide unconditional love for humans and for how they ask readers to consider questions relating to animal suffering. While not opposing humans' instrumentalist use of animals, Henry's books nevertheless leave room for animal agency. Such framings suggest a relationship between humans and animals that does not adhere to a simplistic model of human domination; rather, they indicate a world that both humans and nonhuman animals play an active role in shaping. Her novels thus provide an imaginative site, a "contact zone," allowing readers to think about the relationship between companion species, their similarities and differences, the ways they communicate, and ethical ways of relating across difference.
According to Wolfe, such a rethinking of humans' relationships with nonhuman animals is critical to countering systems of thought that are used "by some humans against other humans . . . to countenance violence against the social other" based on differences of gender, race, class, or sexual difference (8). Given a current cultural context that is marked by fears of terrorism, xenophobia, and renewed calls for strengthened borders in both the US and Europe, children's stories that work to shift the foundations of hierarchical thinking, such as the enduringly popular horse stories of Marguerite Henry, remain relevant and increasingly necessary.
Notes
7.
It is important to note that several of Henry's other novels are set outside of the US but also work to evoke a similar sense of pride in place/heritage that is connected to/ represented by the achievements of a particular breed. In White Stallion of Lipizza, for example, the Lipizzaners are celebrated as symbolic of Austrian culture and the Hapsburg Empire; as readers learn about the history of the horses, they also read about different Austrian locations, activities, food, and histories. Gaudenzia likewise presents the Palio and its horses as representative of a distinctive regional culture rooted in Siena's history as a powerful medieval city-state. King of the Wind traces the ancestry of Man o' War to reveal that the quintessentially American horse has African roots. The similar pride/love that human characters feel for the different places in which they live suggest that Henry is attempting to evoke the different perspectives of individuals living within particular contexts as well as the ways in which those different environments are shaped by horses. 9. To be sure, the book is not free of Orientalizing features. The novel's rags-to-riches storyline suggests that the English, especially English aristocrats, are the more openminded and kind group, while the depiction of the cruel Moroccan sultan and characters such as "the Arab" reinforce stereotypes. Regardless, the novel more often points to similarities between African and European people. Both African and European rulers carelessly deploy their power over others. Both African and European characters are portrayed as greedy and superstitious, while Agba and Mistress Cockburn show similar capacities for kindness.
10. In Adam's Task, Hearne provides many examples of animals demonstrating their motivation and interest in doing their jobs well, noting how horses often welcome preparations for being ridden or willingly jump extremely high hurdles. She relates how her dog, who hates icy weather, eagerly goes into the snow when working in her tracking harness. Such instances prove that "there is something that matters more than comfort" to animals (157-58).
